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“As far as I know, this ‘burned memo’ is the only document
that I've ever heard anyone claim could be the authorization
to kill President John F. Kennedy.” - Robert Wood, Ph.D.,
Physicist and Retired Aerospace Manager

Tab A, TOP SECRET/MJ-12 Central Intelligence Agency memo
from Director of Central Intelligence (MJ-1) to MJ-2 through MJ-7 allegedly written
in 1961 to 1963 time period. Leaker says he worked1960 to 1974 in CIA counter-intelligence
for James Jesus Angleton, Director, CIA Counter-intelligence from 1954 to 1974. After James
Angleton died on May 12, 1987, leaker said he pulled this 9-page memorandum from a fire
that was burning up Angleton's most sensitive MJ-12 secret files.
Image provided by Robert Wood.

August 3, 2008 Newport Beach, California - In 1993, Robert Wood, Ph.D., retired from his management
work at McDonnell Douglas Corporation, a large aerospace company where he had worked since 1953.
That was the year he received his Ph.D. in Physics at Cornell University where his focus was theoretical
physics and aeronautical engineering. Immediately after graduation, he began working for McDonnell
Aircraft Corporation in Maryland, but was drafted into the U. S. Army for two years and was assigned to
Aberdeen Proving Ground northeast of Baltimore. For the Army, Bob analyzed the boundary layers of
ballistic shells. After completing his draft service, he left as a corporal and returned to McDonnell Aircraft,
which on April 28, 1967, merged with Douglas Aircraft to become McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
Bob Wood explained to me that beginning in 1967 during his continued employment with McDonnell
Douglas, he was asked by his boss to investigate the possible anti-gravity propulsion system attributed to
unidentified aerial vehicles.

Interview:
Robert Wood, Ph.D., Physicist and former Aerospace Manager for McDonnell Douglas Corporation,
now retired in Newport Beach, California: “In 1967, I was asked by my boss to look into UFOs because
he had to give a speech on the subject. And that assignment resulted in my establishing a group of about
five scientists who studied the UFO subject for a couple of years. That’s when I met James McDonald,
Ph.D.
[ Editor’s Note: Senior physicist at the Institute for Atmospheric Physics and Prof. in the Department of
Meteorology, University of Arizona, Tucson, who was convinced UFOs were extraterrestrial, testified
before Congress in 1968 about the need for serious study of the phenomenon and was found dead on June
13, 1971, in a Tucson creek. His death was declared a suicide, but another theory is that he was murdered by
MJ-12 authority to enforce a policy of denial in the interest of national security that required keeping facts
about the UFO/extraterrestrial phenomenon out of the public and media.]
I also visited Edward Condon, who headed the Condon Committee UFO Project at the University of
Colorado in the late 1960s.
[ Editor’s Note: Edward Condon, Ph.D., graduated from the University of California-Berkeley, in 1926
with a Ph.D. in Physics. By 1943, Condon joined the Manhattan Project to develop the atomic bomb. Later
he was Research Director of Corning Glass, Director of the National Bureau of Standards, and President of
the American Physical Society.
Condon was also Prof. of Physics at the University of Colorado in Boulder when the U. S. Air Force asked
him to oversee a review of UFO reports and to produce an official report for Air Force use. From 1966 to
1968, Condon directed the University of Colorado UFO Project in which he concluded there was nothing to
the UFO phenomenon. His formal conclusion contradicted facts and eyewitness testimonies and many
researchers have concluded the Condon Study was a deliberate misinformation project by MJ-12 through
the USAF and Condon to discredit UFOs in the context of Project BLUE BOOK. After that, the USAF's
standard comment to UFO inquiries has been the Air Force no longer investigates UFOs because Prof.
Condon investigated and concluded there was nothing worth investigating.
One of Condon’s students was Cornell University astronomer Carl Sagan, who is also suspected of
replacing Harvard astronomer, Donald Menzel, on the MJ-12 member list. Nuclear physicist and long-time
UFO researcher, Stanton Friedman, hypothesizes that Menzel and Sagan had classified MJ-12 assignments
to misinform the public and media about the UFO/extraterrestrial presence in order to sustain the MJ-12
policy of denial in the interest of national security. ]
Robert Wood: “My science team at McDonnell Douglas did not discover the secret of anti-gravity, but we
worked on it. Stanton Friedman, nuclear physicist and long-time UFO investigator, was one of the
contributors to our work.
When the group broke up, I knew I wanted to attack this problem further. In the meantime, I had to earn a
living. So, at McDonnell Douglas I became an expert on radar for ballistic missile defense and worked on
the international space station and other space-related projects.
In 1993 after I retired, I heard from Stanton Friedman that Don Berliner at the Fund for UFO Research
received undeveloped 35mm negative film by mail that I should see. So, I called up Don who asked me to
visit him in Washington, D. C., and we went together to get some high quality photographs of the
undeveloped film. That turned out to be the SOM1-01 Special Operations Manual. I examined the blown up
photographs in great detail and typed up paper copies of the text to share and study. That research got me
very interested in the authentication of questioned documents. For Robert Wood details on the
authentication of the SOM1-01, see 111903Earthfiles in Archive.

Restricted SOM1-01 MAJESTIC-12 Group Special
Operations Manual, dated April 1954 with War Department logo entitled:
“Extraterrestrial Entities and Technology, Recovery and Disposal,” classified
TOP SECRET/MAJIC EYES ONLY. Manual cover provided by Robert Wood. Entire
document of text and images can be seen in my book, Glimpses of Other Realities,
Vol. II: High Strangeness © 1998, and at www.majesticdocuments.com.

Robert Wood: “In the meantime, I learned that Timothy Cooper’s father, Harry Bob Cooper, was assigned
to Holloman AFB in the late 1940s and one of the jobs he had was to run their reprographics facility
(document printing and copying). Apparently, in later life, he told his son, Timothy, that during his work at
Holloman AFB, he was involved in some UFO research. The father, Harry Cooper, even had a certificate
commending him for working in the UFO research program, which is amazing since the U. S. Air Force has
never acknowledged the existence of such a program!

Tim says he was with his father on November 22, 1963, watching television about the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy. Timothy told Bob Wood that there were tears in his father’s eyes when Harry
Cooper said, ‘They really did it.’ That led Timothy to become very interested in the Kennedy assassination.
Timothy Cooper started putting in Freedom of Information requests back in the late 1980s for information
about the Kennedy assassination. At the same time, Timothy began to ask about UFOs. Timothy had put in
FOIA requests to about fourteen different government agencies for everything they had about the Kennedy
assassination and UFOs.
In 1996, Timothy Cooper received a surprise in the mail – a leaked document. Timothy wrote to UFO
researchers, Stanton Friedman and Richard Haines, to let them know he had information relevant to White
Sands in 1947. None of them did anything about it. There was no visit to Timothy until Stanton Friedman
called me up and said, ‘You live a lot closer to Big Bear Lake, California, than I do. That’s where this
Timothy Cooper is. Why don’t you go visit him?’
So, that was what caused my first visit to see Timothy Cooper in the early 1990s. He showed me some of
the documents that he had received in various ways. I was pretty impressed. But most of what he first
showed me were all xeroxed copies. He did not show me any original documents at that time.

June 1999 - Timothy Cooper Received
Two Significant Original Documents
But in June 1999, Timothy sent me an email saying, ‘Wow, you won’t believe what I got in the mail today!’
That was when I went to Bear Lake to visit him again for the second or third time. What he had received
was the Vernon Bowen manuscript – 339 pages that came in an envelope mailed from Fort Meade,
Maryland (U. S. Army and headquarters of the National Security Agency – See Websites below).
Encyclopaedia of Flying Saucers
© 1961 by Charles Vernon Bowen

Title page of Charles Vernon Bowen's 339-page 1961 manuscript classified
“TOP SECRET/MAJIC NOFORN DISSEM. FOR US ‘EYES ONLY.’” Received by
Timothy Cooper in June 1999, with original ink notes by Bowen in margin.
Now partially excerpted at www.majesticdocuments.com. See Websites below.
[ Editor's Note: Majesticdocuments.com writes about the Vernon Bowen manuscript title page above:
“Perhaps the most stunning physical evidence for the existence of the TOP SECRET/MAJIC program is this
original 339 page manuscript about flying saucers. Written by Vernon Bowen, the original is on
watermarked paper with red TOP SECRET/MAJIC stampings on some of the chapters. Most of the rest of
the document is marked CONFIDENTIAL. Original handwritten marginalia shows linkages to Project
White Hot, Twining, Vannevar Bush, Moon Dust, and Donald Menzel. A well written snapshot of the
public history of flying saucers from 1947 to 1954. Bowen was personally well-connected to many top
(government) people.”]
Robert Wood: “The author was Charles Vernon Bowen who in 1961, produced a manuscript entitled
Encyclopaedia of Flying Saucers. Then a friend of Bowen's in the U. S. Air Force asked to show Bowen's
manuscript to some U. S. Air Force authority and some one there apparently gave it to someone else in the
U. S. Army, because it was returned from the FOIA office at Fort Meade in 1999 to Timothy Cooper.
Charles Vernon Bowen was an advertising agent who spent most of his lunch time in the New York Public
Library looking up everything in the Periodical Guide to Literature on UFOs and flying saucers. His
encyclopaedia was basically an unclassified summary of everything he had read.
We’re not sure where exactly his manuscript went in the government, but we do know there were people
actively reading it because they were writing on the margins. I’ve analyzed the age of the ink when those
marginalia occurred. The earliest date is 1961 and those were the ink marks made by Vernon Bowen, the
last marks he made on the manuscript. Other ink margin notes are dated 1977.
The interesting thing is that the notes made in the margins of this original manuscript were datable by pen
and ink and some of the notes identified Harvard astronomer, Donald Menzel, as a guy who was a member
of the inner (government UFO) circle.

[Editor’s Note: Donald Howard Menzel (April 11, 1901 to December 14, 1976). An American astronomer
and astrophysicist who was one of the leading astronomers of his era. Menzel also earned notoriety as an
early skeptic of UFOs as being any extraordinary phenomenon. Physicist and UFO researcher Stanton
Friedman reported that his own research (including examination of Harvard University archives) showed
that Menzel had served as a consultant to the National Security Council.
The fact that Menzel had security clearance and worked with the U.S. government is not on its own
extraordinary; many scientists participate in sensitive duties for the U.S. government. What is somewhat
unusual about Menzel's case, is that he held the rarefied ‘Top Secret Ultra’ clearance. Menzel's dual
membership in the academic community and in the black world of military secret projects was apparently
unknown to many colleagues and military contacts in the USAF Air Technical Intelligence Center.
Friedman argues that Menzel's high-level clearance is evidence that he was a member of MJ-12. In fact,
Friedman found Menzel's name on a list of purported MJ-12 members. Friedman then concluded that
Menzel's persistent debunking of the UFO phenomenon was a deliberate MJ-12 assignment to misinform
and reduce public and professional interest in UFOs.]

Vernon Bowen's Encyclopaedia is significant in that it’s one of only two or three documents I have that are
on original paper where you can actually date the paper and ink and determine it was authentic for that era.

WHEN DID YOU RECEIVE THE PAGES FOR THE FIRST TIME THAT YOU COULD STUDY THE
INK?

I think I saw it for the first time probably a week after he got it in June 1999. But I got possession of the
documents in 2001, when Timothy Cooper became disenchanted with the UFO subject, wanted to become a
TV script writer and was really short of cash.
I asked him, ‘How much would it take to buy from you everything you’ve got?’ He agreed on a price and he
shipped me the documents.

SO, THAT’S HOW WWW.MAJESTICDOCUMENTS.COM CAME INTO BEING AFTER YOU
PURCHASED ALL OF THE DOCUMENTS THAT TIMOTHY COOPER HAD IN 2001?

Yes. And interestingly enough, one week after I had been at his Big Bear Lake, California, home and saw
the Vernon Bowen inked manuscript with the TOP SECRET/MAJIC stamp on the title page, I received an
email from Timothy saying, ‘You won’t believe what arrived in the mail yesterday!’ Then he alluded to the
fact that a new memo he just received had apparently been scorched in a fire. That’s when I first heard about
the burned memo. As far as I know, this ‘burned memo’ is the only document that I've ever heard anyone
claim could be the authorization to kill President John F. Kennedy.”

First page, TOP SECRET/MJ-12 Central Intelligence Agency memo
from Director of Central Intelligence (MJ-1) to MJ-2 through MJ-7 allegedly written
in 1961 to 1963 time period. Leaker says he worked1960 to 1974 in CIA counter-intelligence
for James Jesus Angleton, Director, CIA Counter-intelligence from 1954 to 1974. After James
Angleton died on May 12, 1987, leaker said he pulled this 9-page memorandum from a fire
that was burning up Angleton's most sensitive MJ-12 secret files.
Image provided by Robert Wood.
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“As you must know LANCER [JFK] has made some inquiries
regarding our activities which we cannot allow.”
- Director of Central Intelligence (MJ-1)
August 3, 2008 Newport Beach, California - The following documents begin with the cover letter dated
June 23, 1999, sent by the alleged CIA counter-intelligence leaker with the 9-page “burned memo” to
Timothy Cooper at his Big Bear Lake, California, home.

Tab (A)

President's EYES ONLY.

Tab (B)

“NEED-TO-KNOW.”

Tab (C)

DoD 5200.1.

Tab (D)

Project BLUE BOOK.

Tab (E)

Freedom of Information.

Tab (F)

PSYOP.

Tab (G)

BW.

Tab (H)

Project ENVIRONMENT.

Above: 9-page, TOP SECRET/MJ-12 Central Intelligence Agency memo
from Director of Central Intelligence (MJ-1) to MJ-2 through MJ-7 allegedly written
in 1961 to 1963 time period. Leaker says he worked1960 to 1974 in CIA counter-intelligence
for James Jesus Angleton, Director, CIA Counter-intelligence from 1954 to 1974. After James
Angleton died on May 12, 1987, leaker said he pulled this 9-page memorandum from a fire
that was burning up Angleton's most sensitive MJ-12 secret files.
All images in this report provided by Robert Wood.
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“I would presume that the scenario involved is that MJ-1
is dictating this burned memo to a secretary. He, MJ-1, does not want the
secretary to know that he is saying, ‘We ought to kill JFK.’”
- Robert Wood, Ph.D., Physicist and Retired Aerospace Manager

Cover letter with burned memo from leaker who wrote he worked from 1960 to 1974
in CIA counter-intelligence for James Jesus Angleton, Director, CIA Counter-intelligence
from 1954 to 1974. After James Angleton died on May 12, 1987, leaker said he pulled this 9-page memorandum from a fire that
was burning up Angleton's most sensitive MJ-12 secret files.
All images in this report provided by Robert Wood.

Updated August 6, 2008 / August 4, 2008 Newport Beach, California -

Interview:
Robert Wood, Ph.D., Physicist and former Aerospace Manager for McDonnell Douglas Corporation,
now retired in Newport Beach, California: “The cover letter was written, in my opinion, by the person
who says he worked for James Jesus Angleton in counter-intelligence at the CIA. It amazed me that my
name was in the letter. And also, it says ‘ -1 ‘ to the left of the red FILE stamp at the bottom of this letter.
That presumably was a way of identifying the leaker. We had other leaked documents from ‘-2,’ which was
a different address and different kind of information.
[ Editor’s Note: Wikipedia – “James Jesus Angleton (December 9, 1917 to May 12, 1987), known to
colleagues as Jim and nicknamed ‘the Kingfisher.’ Angleton was the longest serving Chief of the Central
Intelligence Agency's (CIA) Counter-intelligence (CI) staff from 1954 to 1974. The CIA recruited him in
1947 as the agency was first coming into existence. Angleton's internal CIA cryptonym (codename) was
KU/MOTHER. His cover name was Hugh Ashmead. He turned his attentions to Russia's KGB and the
Soviet nuclear weapons program with its probable reliance on technology leaked from the American
Manhattan Project to develop the atomic bomb.
In 1954, Allen W. Dulles, who had recently become Director of Central Intelligence, named Angleton head
of the Counter-intelligence staff, a position Angleton retained for the rest of his CIA career. Dulles also
assigned him responsibility for coordination with allied intelligence services.]
IN THE FIRST PARAGRAPH OF THE LEAKER'S COVER LETTER, WHO IS 'AWD' WHO ‘WAS
VERY FEARFUL OF DISCLOSURE?’
Allen W. Dulles. He was the Director of the CIA, and presumably MJ-1 up to 1961. He was a tough inside
player. But, in November 1961, President John F. Kennedy replaced Alan Dulles with John McCone.
McCone was also in charge of the CIA at the time of the November 22, 1963, assassination; Allen W.
Dulles served on the Warren Commission, which investigated the assassination, and Allen W. Dulles signed
the Warren Commission report cover letter.

Sixth signature down is Allen W. Dulles, September 24, 1964, cover letter of President's
Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy, known as the “Warren Commission”
after its Chairman, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Earl Warren.

Allen Welsh Dulles (April 7, 1893 to January 29, 1969)
was the first civilian and the longest serving Director of Central Intelligence
(1953-1961). His professional civilian background was as a corporate lawyer
and partner at Sullivan & Cromwell, an international law firm headquartered
in New York, that is one of the world's most profitable and prestigious law firms.
If, as the Eisenhower document says, the Director of the CIA is MJ-1 in the Majestic 12 group, who wrote
the burned memo? Depending upon the date it was written - and we don't have a date - if it was written in
1963 shortly before JFK was assassinated, was the CIA Director then, John McCone, the MJ-12 memo
writer? The fact that the author says, ‘Please submit your views no later than October’ after warning that
‘LANCER has made some inquiries regarding our activities which we cannot allow.’ For me, that seems to
tie with 1963 events in which we have a Kennedy letter dated November 12, 1963, that asks for information
from the CIA.

November 12, 1963 TOP SECRET Memorandum for Director, Central Intelligence Agency
(name blacked out, but presumably John McCone) from President John F. Kennedy.
SUBJECT: Classification review of all UFO intelligence files affecting National Security.

AND JFK IS DEAD ONLY TEN DAYS AFTER HIS NOVEMBER 12, 1963, MEMO.
Right. So, I’m inclined to believe the burned memo is October 1963 and that would mean the writer of the
burned memo was John McCone, then CIA Director. But it might still have been Allen Dulles, the powerful
insider, if he remained MJ-1 even after McCone was appointed to take his place in the CIA. Or the burned
memo writer might also be Allen W. Dulles if it was written as early as 1961 when Dulles was head of the
CIA. AWD is mentioned in the burned memo and clearly, the writer of the burned memo is identified as
MJ-1.
If the leaker of the burned memo to Timothy Cooper in 1999 is implying in his cover letter that AWD, Allen
W. Dulles, was MJ-1, then the burn memo must have been written in 1961.
WHEN DID YOU FIRST HAVE A COPY OF THE BURNED MEMO IN YOUR HAND?
Probably 1999 because Tim Cooper called me about it in June and I think Ryan and I drove back there to
see it.
BECAUSE YOU THOUGHT IT WAS SO IMPORTANT.
Yes.
ANY UNDERSTANDING WHY THE LEAKER SNATCHED THE BURN MEMO FROM THE FIRE?
No. But the leaker apparently was a very senior guy in CIA counterintelligence, a right hand man to James
Angleton, meaning the leaker’s name was probably well known. His cover letter was dated June 23, 1999.
He might not be alive now. I don’t know. But certainly when the leaker wrote this letter in June 1999, he
was a very coherent writer.
WHO WAS CLOSEST TO JAMES ANGLETON IN THE CIA?
I don't know. That's research that needs to be done.
IN PARAGRAPH 2 OF THE LEAKER'S COVER LETTER, IT SAYS: ‘SALINA REQUESTED THAT
THE MJ-12 DIRECTIVES BE SENT TO YOU AND HOPEFULLY, BE DISSEMINATED IN A
RESPONSIBLE MANNER.’ WHO IS SALINA?
I think Salina was a secretary in counterintelligence to whom the burned memo was dictated. That’s my
opinion. One of the things I got from Timothy Cooper is a note from Salina in her original handwriting
dated June 5, 1996. Salina sent this note to Timothy Cooper in 1996 because it was accompanying other
documents that were leaked. I believe this note is the one that sent the Oppenheimer and Einstein 5-page
Project JEHOVA memo. So, she was transmitting other stuff at the time to Timothy Cooper.

June 5, 1996, note written by Salina to Timothy Cooper: “At my father's request (‘Cantwell’ thought to be the CIA counter-intelligence operative under James Jesus Angleton),
I'm sending these private papers. Like my father, I worked in the Intelligence Community.
I'm a retired CIA employee with thirty years in CI (counter-intelligence) under Jim Angleton.
There are clues to be found in these documents. I can say no more. Good luck. Salina.”

TIMOTHY COOPER AND THE CIA LEAKER HAD A LONG-TIME RELATIONSHIP IN WHICH THE
LEAKER SENT TIMOTHY COOPER DOCUMENTS – SOMETIMES A FEW AT A TIME OR ONE AT
A TIME OR BUNCHES AT A TIME – AND ONE OF THE COMMON REFERENCES WAS A SALINA
THAT YOU SPECULATE WAS A SECRETARY WORKING FOR THE OFFICE OF JAMES JESUS
ANGLETON WHEN HE WAS CHIEF OF COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE FOR THE CIA BETWEEN
1954 AND 1974.
Yes.

Tab A President's EYES ONLY

“The burned memo really tells a fascinating story. JFK is beginning to ask too many questions. We can’t
allow this, in pretty much no kidding language. And MJ-1 (CIA Director) is saying, ‘I have some new
policies I want you other six guys to agree (MJ-2,MJ-3, MJ-4, MJ-5, MJ-6, MJ-7) and let me know before
October (presumed to be October 1963) that they are OK because we are going to put them in place. And
these six policies are pretty interesting.
The first Tab A says basically, if the President of the United States starts to ask questions, tell him it’s not a
matter of national security. And then at the end it says that if the UFOs show up suddenly and we have to
admit they are there, then we’ll give full disclosure as the law requires, which amazes me because that
implies there is a law that says they (MJ-12) are supposed to disclose something. As far as I can tell so far,
MJ-12 has not operated within any law.
TO ME, THE MEMO IMPLIES THAT MJ-12 ALREADY KNOWS THAT UFOS DISPLAY HOSTILE
INTENT AND WHAT THEY ARE MAKING A DISTINCTION IN THIS TAB A IS: ‘IN THE
UNLIKELY EVENT THAT UFOS OVERTLY DISPLAY HOSTILE INTENT’ – OVERTLY WOULD
MEAN PUBLICLY.
THE WORDS IMPLY THAT MJ-12 ALREADY KNOWS THERE HAS BEEN HOSTILE INTENT
TOWARDS THE NATIONAL SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES.
I read it without the word ‘overtly’ in my mind. But if you put in the word ‘overtly,’ you can attach your
meaning to it, too. So, I would not dispute your interpretation.
WOULD YOU CONTINUE WITH YOUR ELABORATION TAB BY TAB?

Tab B “NEED-TO-KNOW”

The second one, Tab B, basically says some people in the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) are getting
to know too much, so we’ve got to tell J. Edgar Hoover that there’s something going on. But don’t tell him
anything more than we have to and get as much out of him (Hoover) as possible, while we keep our CIA
spies in place in the FBI. The ‘back channel contacts’ means CIA guys working inside the FBI.

Tab C DoD 5200.1

WHAT IS DOD NOTICE 5200.1?
5200.1 is just security rules concerning who gets access to classified material. The black stamp ‘CI’ is
counter-intelligence. It’s a stamp the counterintelligence guys used under Angleton to distinguish their work
from the rest of the CIA. You have to remember that the counter-intelligence people were basically the
people trying to figure out whether the Soviets had planted spies within the CIA, so they had a measure of
separateness from the rest of the CIA. That separateness was very important. CI could basically do whatever
they wanted to do, as evidenced by the fact that’s where they put the MJ-12 program for control.
Tab C is interesting for two reasons. First, it affirms the existence of SCEO (Sensitive Compartmented
Executive Order) and also makes clear that apparently it's the 54/12 program that is exempt from that.
Otherwise, all of the Department of Defense has no access to anything on MJ-12.
SO, MJ-12 WAS UNDER THE CONTROL OF ANGLETON IN THE CIA'S COUNTERINTELLIGENCE?
I would say that’s what this memo implies. However, I would be quick to add that there are a lot of agencies
in the United States and it is clear that the U. S. Navy had played a lead role in the past. And I believe it was
the U. S. Army that retrieved the Cape Girardeau, Missouri, crash (1941). So, all these agencies had been
snapping away to get control of the (E. T.) technologies by themselves. The CIA wound up with control of
the official program for MJ-12, but I think there are other little pockets of UFO work in all the agencies –
some of which were perhaps cleared for MJ-12 access and some, which were not.

ALL COMPETING WITH EACH OTHER BECAUSE THEY WANTED ADVANCED
EXTRATERRESTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES?
Yes, I think so. That’s right. They were not caring about the public. They wanted the technologies.
IS 54/12 THE SAME ENTITY AS MJ-12?
No, I don't think 54/12 is the same as MJ-12, but apparently 54/12 was given some access to some parts of
MJ-12.
[ Update from Earthfiles viewer and Wikipedia: “54/12 was not in the Pentagon. This was a committee set
up under NSC purview to review covert and clandestine operations. NSC, you recall is statutory and within
the Executive Office of the President, so it was a very high level review committee concerning some of the
most sensitive matters. Over the course of Administrations, its name has mutated ... 303 Committee, 40
Committee, Operations Advisory Group, NSC Special Coordination Committee, National Security Planning
Group.”
Wikipedia - 54/12: “Since 1954, oversight of United States covert operations has been carried out by a
series of sub-committees of the United States National Security Council. Oversight of covert operations was
brought under the control of the National Security Council by the creation of the Planning Coordination
Group in 1954.
The Planning Coordination Group was created by President Eisenhower's Presidential Directive 5412/1
on March 15, 1954. The group, initially, was headed by Special Assistant to the President for Foreign
Affairs, Nelson Rockefeller.
The NSC 5412/2 Special Group, often referred simply as the Special Group, was an initially secret, but
later public, subcommittee of the United States National Security Council responsible for coordinating
government covert operations. Presidential Directive NSC 5412/2, issued December 28, 1954, assigned
responsibility for co-ordination of covert actions to representatives of the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
Defense, and the President respectively.
The Federation of American Scientists list of national security documents for the Eisenhower administration
does not show a directive 5412/2. It does, however, show a 5412/1 with a classified title (one of only three
such documents for the entire Eisenhower administration).
303 Committee - The covert actions oversight group was renamed the 303 Committee after National
Security Action Memorandum No. 303 on June 2, 1964. McGeorge Bundy, National Security Advisor,
became Chairman for that committee.
The successor to the Special Group was the 40 Committee.
The 40 Committee was a division of the Executive branch of the United States government whose mandate
was to review proposed major covert actions. In 1970, the 40 Committee played a major role in so called
‘Track I’ efforts to prevent Salvador Allende from taking office following the Chilean popular vote of
September 4, 1970.
Operations Advisory Group - On February 18, 1976, the 40 Committee was replaced by the Operations
Advisory Group, in accordance with Executive Order 11905 issued by Gerald Ford. The new group was
composed of the President's Assistant for National Security Affairs, the Secretaries of State and Defense, the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director of Central Intelligence.

NSC Special Coordination Committee - The following year on May 13, 1977, President Jimmy Carter
issued Executive Order 11985, which updated the previous order such that the Operations Advisory Group
thereafter would be known as the NSC Special Coordination Committee.
National Security Planning Group - Under the Reagan administration, the Special Coordination
Committee was replaced by the National Security Planning Group which included the Vice-President, the
Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of State, the Assistant for National Security Affairs, and the Director of
the CIA.” ]

I think a number of people have concurred that President Eisenhower lost control to the MJ-12 program.
The MJ program did things the way they wanted. In fact, that was the time that MJ-12 allegedly started to
go and put some of the civilian contractors in charge – sort of took MJ-12 research out of the government
and made the government clean so that when you ask the government, ‘What do you know about MJ-12?’
The honest answer is, ‘We don’t know squat.’
YOU MEAN PUTTING MJ-12 OUT INTO CORPORATIONS LIKE BECHTEL?
Yeah, putting some of the responsibilities out into the corporations so the paperwork was not under
government control and they could use security systems that separated it from the government.
THIS MIGHT RELATE TO PRESIDENT EISENHOWER’S WARNING WHEN HE WENT OUT OF
OFFICE ABOUT THE ‘MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX’?
Yes, I think so.
THAT’S CRUCIAL TO UNDERSTANDING THIS BURN MEMO. WHY IS IT THAT THE MJ-12
FORCES FROM TRUMAN TO KENNEDY WOULD SUDDENLY BE IN A HOSTILE POSITION
WITH THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, WHO IN THE BURN MEMO IS REFERRED TO
AS ‘LANCER.’
Yes, right. And apparently that was a code name (for JFK) that was pretty well protected at that time.
BUT TAB A IS ABOUT KEEPING ALL OF THIS KNOWLEDGE FROM ‘LANCER’.
Exactly. And Lancer in his November 12, 1963, letter is basically saying he’s going to start a program to
share all this stuff with the Soviet Union. That scared the hell out of them (MJ-12)!
THAT WOULD BE THE REASON THAT YOU SUSPECT JFK WAS ASSASSINATED BY THE CIA
THROUGH SOMEBODY?
Yes. Actually jumping to the bottom line: As far as I know, this ‘burned memo’ is the only document that
I’ve ever heard anyone claim could be the authorization to kill President John F. Kennedy. It’s written
evidence that could be entered into a court as the authorization to kill Kennedy.

Tab D Project BLUE BOOK

In my judgment, the National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) probably established Blue Book in a two-part
way. One part was only slightly classified, which is the one we all know about. The other was highly covert,
which was to take the information we were getting from the public and run it into MJ-12 to figure out how
to use it. Perhaps also, they might have had a misinformation component. I think the thing that is significant
to me is the reference to the NIE, the National Intelligence Estimate. That’s pretty important that the MJ-12
BLUE BOOK/MAJIC actually got in there.
MEANING THAT THE COVERT PROJECT BLUE BOOK WAS DESCRIBED IN THE NATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE.
At least at that time in the early 1960s, which sure contradicts the misinforming public BLUE BOOK that
pretty much said there was nothing to UFOs even to investigate.

Tab E Freedom of Information

The next one, Tab E, basically says no matter who asks, don’t tell them anything.
AND IN THAT PREVIOUS TAB D, ‘REFERENCE TO BLUE BOOK IS AUTHORIZED ONLY WHEN
RESPONDING TO PUBLIC AND CONGRESSIONAL INQUIRIES.’ THAT MEANS THIS IS MJ-12’S
WAY OF KEEPING EVERYBODY ELSE AT AN ARM’S LENGTH DISTANCE FROM THE TRUTH.
Exactly. And Tab E doesn’t even extend to Congressional inquiries. Basically it implies everybody (is off
limits from knowing E. T. facts). No one who asks, including the U. S. President, has a right to know.

Tab F PSYOP

So, Tab F re-affirms that ‘the authorization to interrogate and detain any and all targets.’ Basically that says
that none of the basic rights that we thought we had apply in this area.
THAT THE U. S. CONSTITUTION WAS NOT EVEN BEING RESPECTED BACK IN THE EARLY
1960S, AS FAR AS MJ-12 WAS CONCERNED.
Precisely. That’s an excellent way to put it. Yes. Tab F is overt evidence that the U. S. Constitution was
being ignored.
WHAT WE DON’T KNOW IS EXACTLY WHAT PROJECT PSYOP IS AND WHO IT WAS
UNDER?
That’s certainly true, yes. I was just assuming that Project PSYOP was the sort of general project that tried
to cleverly contain, using psychological operations that were standard. In other words, keeping the public in
the dark (about E. T.s) using subtle techniques, such as movies created to attune the public to various (E. T.related) ideas and advertisements and false press releases – the whole genera of things the psyops guys use
to keep us in the public confused.
IF THERE WERE AN EYEWITNESS WITH PHOTOGRAPHS AND VIDEOTAPE, THEN THIS
‘GREEN’ UNIT WOULD HAVE THE AUTHORIZATION TO INTERROGATE AND DETAIN ANY
AND ALL TARGETS?
Yes, UFO history is filled with excellent records of two or three guys in black taking away an eyewitness’s
stuff and interrogating them and telling the eyewitness/es that nothing happened.
HOW IRONIC THAT THE MEN IN BLACK MIGHT HAVE BEEN WORKING DIRECTLY FOR
PROJECT GREEN.
Right, exactly (laughs).

Tab G BW

In Tab G, the BW means biological warfare.
WHAT ARE ‘SPIKE,’ ‘HOUSE CLEANING,’ ‘MK-ULTRA,’‘ARTICHOKE’ and ‘DOMESTIC’?
SPIKE, HOUSE CLEANING, ARTICHOKE and DOMESTIC, I think are all unknown. I’m still looking
for people who claim to know something about those projects. MK-ULTRA, of course, has been released
and discussed and basically that was a CIA project that did a lot of unconstitutional testing.
I think the part they have admitted to was the use of psychedelic drugs without permission of the subjects. If
you look up MK-ULTRA in the public record, I think you’ll find a lot of bad stuff that has been released.
[ Editor's Note: Wikipedia - “Project ARTICHOKE was a CIA project that researched interrogation
methods and arose from project BLUEBIRD on August 20, 1951, run by the Office of Scientific
Intelligence. A memorandum by Richard Helms to CIA director Allen Welsh Dulles indicated
ARTICHOKE became Project MKULTRA on April 20, 1953.
The project studied hypnosis, forced morphine addiction (and subsequent forced withdrawal), and the use of
other chemicals, among other methods, to produce amnesia and other vulnerable states in subjects.
ARTICHOKE was an offensive program of mind control that gathered together the intelligence divisions of
the Army, Navy, Air Force, and FBI. In addition, the scope of the project was outlined in a memo dated
January 1952 that stated, ‘Can we get control of an individual to the point where he will do our bidding
against his will and even against fundamental laws of nature, such as self preservation?’
Project MK-ULTRA, or MKULTRA, was the code name for a covert CIA mind-control and chemical
interrogation research program, run by the Office of Scientific Intelligence, that began in the early 1950s
and continued at least through the late 1960s. There is much published evidence that the project involved the
surreptitious use of many types of drugs, as well as other methodology, to manipulate individual mental
states and to alter brain function.

Project MK-ULTRA was first brought to wide public attention in 1975 by the U.S. Congress, through
investigations by the Church Committee, and by a presidential commission known as the Rockefeller
Commission. Investigative efforts were hampered by the fact that CIA Director Richard Helms ordered all
MK-ULTRA files destroyed in 1973. The Church Committee and Rockefeller Commission investigations
relied on the sworn testimony of direct participants and on the relatively small number of documents that
survived Helms' destruction order.
Although the CIA insists that MK-ULTRA-type experiments have been abandoned, 14-year CIA veteran
Victor Marchetti has stated in various interviews that the CIA routinely conducts misinformation campaigns
and that CIA mind control research continued. In a 1977 interview, Marchetti specifically called the CIA
claim that MK-ULTRA was abandoned a ‘cover story.’
On the Senate floor in 1977, Senator Ted Kennedy said: ‘The Deputy Director of the CIA revealed that
over thirty universities and institutions were involved in an ‘extensive testing and experimentation’
program, which included covert drug tests on unwitting citizens ‘at all social levels, high and low, native
Americans and foreign.’ Several of these tests involved the administration of LSD to ‘unwitting subjects in
social situations.’ At least one death, that of Dr. [Frank] Olson, resulted from these activities. The Agency
itself acknowledged that these tests made little scientific sense. The agents doing the monitoring were not
qualified scientific observers.” ]
Robert Wood: “I’d love to know what SPIKE, HOUSE CLEANING, ARTICHOKE and DOMESTIC are.
But, if you give them (MJ-12) the benefit of the doubt, you could say that if there were contamination from
an (E. T.) pathogen in the public, MJ-12 wants to control it and contain it to save as many lives as possible.
WHAT ARE ‘CONVENTIONAL METHODS’ CONCERNING SPIKE, HOUSE CLEANING AND
ARTICHOKE?
Presumably the less conventional methods are probably less constitutional, too. (laughs) That would be my
guess.
THAT SPIKE, HOUSE CLEANING, ARTICHOKE AND DOMESTIC ARE PROBABLY OUTSIDE THE
BOUNDS OF LIBERTIES PROTECTED BY THE CONSTITUTION?
I would suspect so. Anyway, it’s an alert – stay alert for anything having to do with ARTICHOKE,
DOMESTIC, HOUSE CLEANING and SPIKE. I would like to know what those projects were - or are!
IT'S DISTURBING THAT MJ-12 WOULD BE HAVING COMMUNICATION ABOUT BIOLOGICAL
WEAPONS.
Basically anything involving the aliens (E. T.s), it’s clear that there was and is genuine concern that some of
the diseases that aliens might have could be problems for us.
IN THE MAJESTIC 12 DOCUMENTS RELEASED AT RYAN’S MAJESTICDOCUMENTS.COM
WEBSITE, THERE IS THE WHITE HOT MAJESTIC DOCUMENT AND THE INTERPLANETARY
PHENOMENON UNIT DOCUMENT, WHICH DISCUSS THE DEATHS OF SABOTAGE ALERT
TEAMS CALLED IN TO GATHER UP THE NON-HUMAN BODIES IN NEW MEXICO THE FIRST
WEEK OF JUY 1947.
That’s a good point. There certainly are cases such as the technicians who died in 1947 after they were taken
to Los Alamos.
THOSE WERE TECHNICIANS THAT SPECIFICALLY WERE IN SOME KIND OF PROTECTIVE
SUITS THAT HANDLED THE BODIES OF WHAT WERE DESCRIBED AS ‘EXTRATERRESTRIAL
BIOLOGICAL BODIES’ AT CRASH SITES.

Exactly. There are a few cases like this where you can associate aliens and illnesses. But not to the extent
that you can be specific about what pathogen was involved or what the treatments were or what kind of
procedures would have been used for a public emergency. My guess is that these projects, SPIKE, HOUSE
CLEANING, ARTICHOKE and DOMESTIC might be responses to an ‘Andromeda strain.’
FROM EXTRATERRESTRIAL BIOLOGICAL ENTITIES?
Yes, right. Reasonable things to do. Not everything that MJ-12 does is necessarily evil! (laughs) They were
trying to make sure that our human enemies did not get more technology than we did. In the process, they
decided their objectives were so important that they did not have to worry about the U.S. Constitution. And
that was bad.
THAT BRINGS US TO THE FINAL PAGE OF THE BURNED MEMO, WHICH IS PERHAPS THE
MOST SIGNIFICANT OF ALL IN THE CONTEXT OF AN AGENCY IN THE GOVERNMENT
TRYING TO KEEP THE PUBLIC AND THE MEDIA FROM KNOWING THE FACTS ABOUT WHAT
THE GOVERNMENT AGENTS DO KNOW: THAT THERE ARE EXTRATERRESTRIAL
BIOLOGICAL ENTITIES INTERACTING WITH PLANET EARTH.

Tab H Project ENVIRONMENT

TAB H SAYS: ‘Draft, Directive Regarding Project ENVIRONMENT. When conditions become nonconducive for growth in our environment and Washington cannot be influenced any further, the weather is
lacking any precipitation (misspelled as percipitation in memo) ... it should be wet.’
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THIS?

Well, it’s four thoughts there. The first thought is when ‘conditions become non-conducive for growth.’ I
think that means that if MJ-12 is not going to get any money, or no more money, or their money is going to
be cut off completely ‘in our environment.’
‘And Washington cannot be influenced any further.’ That means the people who control this covert money
are not coming up with it.
MEANING COVERT BLACK BUDGET MONEY TO KEEP MJ-12 FUNCTIONING?
Yes. Exactly right, which is presumably somewhere between not trivial and huge!
And the ‘weather is lacking any precipitation.’ I’m reading that to mean that there is no more money coming
down from the heavens like it has in the past.
Then, ‘it should be wet’ is a reference to ‘wet works,’ or ‘wet affairs,’ which originated in Russia, actually
in the 19th Century from a Russian phrase where apparently if you killed somebody during a burglary, it
was called ‘wet’ in Russian because of the blood.
BECAUSE OF THE BLOOD?
Yes, because of the blood. That word got used in the intelligence community in the KGB to describe
assassinations. That was picked up by the intelligence communities around the world apparently.
At this point, you have to go back to the scenario that was involved. I would presume that the scenario
involved is that MJ-1 is dictating this burned memo to a secretary. He, MJ-1, does not want the secretary to
know that he is saying, ‘We ought to kill JFK.’
So MJ-1 was using arcane language to conceal that from the secretary, but all of his (MJ-12) readers would
know exactly what he meant. So, that’s my speculation on the phrase, ‘it should be wet.’
THIS IS THE DIRECTOR OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY …
MJ-1, yes.
WHO IS ADDRESSING MJ-2 THROUGH 7. ON THIS LAST PAGE OF THE BURNED MEMO, IN
THE CONTEXT OF SOVIET SPY ACTIVITY AND ASSASSINATION HISTORY THAT HAS USED
THE TERM ‘WET’ TO SIGNAL KILLING, ‘SHOULD BE WET,’ MEANS TO ASSASSINATE.
Yes.”

Part 4: Original Carbon of Scorched Memo Links
Government UFO Cover-Up and JFK Assassination
© 2008 by Linda Moulton Howe

“I specifically want Project JEHOVAH director
Professor Albert Einstein and Doctor Robert Oppenheimer to inject
any useful comments to the briefing as they are most informed
on the physics related to the subject.” - Dwight D. Eisenhower,
34th President of the United States, January 20, 1953 to January 20, 1961

Burned memo, presumably written before assassination of John F. Kennedy
on November 22, 1963, when either John A. McCone or Allen W. Dulles were Directors of the
Central Intelligence Agency. In the TOP SECRET/MJ-12 red stamped 9-page document,
the first page cropped above shows the document is “From: Director of Central Intelligence
(MJ-1) to MJ-2 through MJ-7, with reference to: Project MAJESTIC and JEHOVAH (MJ);
Project EVIRO; Project PARASITE; and Project PARHELION.”

In the burned first page above, under references to Project MAJESTIC and JEHOVAH (MJ),
EVIRO, PARASITE AND PARHELION, the writer, who is Director of Central Intelligence (MJ-1),
states: “As you must know LANCER has made some inquiries regarding our activities which
we cannot allow.” LANCER was the Secret Service classified code name for President
John F. Kennedy, as LYRIC was the classified code name for JFK's wife, Jacqueline Kennedy.

August 6, 2008 Albuquerque, New Mexico - On April 20, 2002, I reported an Earthfiles.com entitled
Canadian and American Officials in 1950s Collaborated on Study of Unidentified Aerial Disks. See 042008
Earthfiles in Real X-Files Archive. There were two subjects in that Earthfiles report: a Canadian
government investigation of UFOs and an American government UFO-related Project JEHOVAH.
First, was the official UFO phenomenon research by a Canadian engineer named Wilbert Brockhouse
Smith, who in the early 1950s was Director of Project Magnet in Canada's Department of Transport.
Canadian UFO historian and researcher Grant Cameron discovered a Department of Transport document
originally classified TOP SECRET about the subject of “Geo-Magnetics.” Project Magnet was an official
investigation of the “flying saucers” and the theory that their mode of propulsion utilized the magnetic fields
of the earth and solar system.

November 21, 1950 Canadian Department of Transport 2-page Intra-Departmental
Correspondence originally classified TOP SECRET about Geo-Magnetics.
Document provided by Grant Cameron, PresidentialUFO.com.

Paragraph excerpted from second page of DOT Memo about Geo-Magnetics.

At the same time that Wilbert Smith was meeting with American and Canadian officials to study technology
and the messages coming from the non-humans, Dwight D. Eisenhower was continuing Harry S. Truman's
MJ-12 Special Studies Group on extraterrestrial vehicles and biological entities. Below is a November 4,
1953, SECRET memorandum from President Eisenhower to the Director of Central Intelligence, who in
1953 would have been Allen W. Dulles. Dwight David Eisenhower was the 34th President of the United
States in office from January 20, 1953 to January 20, 1961. In the last paragraph, President Eisenhower
mentions “Project JEHOVAH director Professor Albert Einstein and Doctor Robert Oppenheimer...”

Page 1 of two-page document received in late 2001 by
Bob and Ryan Wood in their on-going investigation of MJ-12.
See: http://www.majesticdocuments.com.

Page 2 of November 4, 1953, Eisenhower memo to Director of
Central Intelligence about MJ-12/Special Studies Project and Project JEHOVAH.
See: http://www.majesticdocuments.com.
It is the bottom paragraph of President Dwight D. Eisenhower's November 4, 1953, letter to the Director of
Central Intelligence (Allen W. Dulles) that also mentions Project JEHOVAH as listed in the burned memo
references.
“I cannot overemphasize the need for the utmost discretion and understanding in exercising the authority set
forth in these documents. Accordingly, I would like you to find some way to brief the various Authorizing
Commanders on the subject to ensure that all are of one mind as to the letter and spirit of these instructions.
Preferably, I would like to see this done in a closed meeting to be arranged through the Director of the
National Security Agency, yourself (Allen W. Dulles), and representatives of the MJ-12/Special Studies
Project. I specifically want Project JEHOVAH director Professor Albert Einstein and Doctor Robert
Oppenheimer to inject any useful comments to the briefing as they are most informed on the physics related
to the subject. Perhaps the annual Quantico conference could provide an opportunity to do this without the
publicity which would call attention to a special meeting.
Sincerely,
Dwight D. Eisenhower ”

34th President of the United States, in office from January 20, 1953,
to January 20, 1961. His Director of Central Intelligence Agency was Allen Welsh Dulles.
May 29, 1959 image courtesy White House, Washington, D. C.

Forty-six years later in June 1999, the leaker of the burned memo - allegedly a close confidant of the CIA's
Counter-intelligence Director, James Jesus Angleton - released the scorched 9-page original carbon
document to Timothy Cooper, who in turn got it to Robert Wood, Ph.D., to study. See preceding Earthfiles
Parts 1 through 3.

Written P. S. from counter-intelligence source, Cantwell,
to Timothy Cooper: “Not everyone has good intentions watch your ass.”

Part 5: Original Carbon of Scorched Memo, Project JEHOVAH and Physicists
Oppenheimer and Einstein
© 2008 by Linda Moulton Howe

“Now we come to the problem of determining
what to do if the inhabitants of celestrial (sic) bodies, or extraterrestrial
biological entities (EBE), desire to settle here (Earth).”
- Physicists Robert Oppenheimer and Albert Einstein, June 1947

Burned memo, presumably written before assassination of John F. Kennedy
on November 22, 1963, when either John A. McCone or Allen W. Dulles were Directors of the
Central Intelligence Agency. In the TOP SECRET/MJ-12 red stamped 9-page document,
the first page cropped above shows the document is “From: Director of Central Intelligence
(MJ-1) to MJ-2 through MJ-7, with reference to: Project MAJESTIC and JEHOVAH (MJ);
Project EVIRO; Project PARASITE; and Project PARHELION.”
August 9, 2008 Albuquerque, New Mexico - Below is the last paragraph of the November 4, 1953,
SECRET memorandum from President Eisenhower to the Director of Central Intelligence (Allen W. Dulles)
that was introduced in Earthfiles Part 4. In this last paragraph, President Eisenhower mentions “Project
JEHOVAH director Professor Albert Einstein and Doctor Robert Oppenheimer...”

Page 2 of November 4, 1953, Eisenhower memo to Director of
Central Intelligence about MJ-12/Special Studies Project and Project JEHOVAH directors
and physicists Albert Einstein, Ph.D., and Robert Oppenheimer, Ph.D.
See: http://www.majesticdocuments.com.

Six and a half years before the President Eisenhower memo, in June 1947, the two outstanding physicists
referenced as directors of Project JEHOVAH - Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, Director of Advanced Studies in
Princeton, New Jersey; and Professor Albert Einstein at Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey - coauthored a TOP SECRET DRAFT entitled, “Relationships with Inhabitants of Celestrial (sic) Bodies.” [
Editor's Note: Celestial misspelled. Celestial relates to sky or the heavens. An astronomical object is
sometimes referred to as a celestial body; planets are celestial bodies.]

Robert Julius Oppenheimer, Ph.D. (April 22, 1904– February 18, 1967),
“the father of the atomic bomb,” worked on the first nuclear weapons
before becoming a government advisor.

The Trinity Test

First atomic bomb test with yield of 20-22 kilotons on
July 16, 1945, 5:29:45 A.M. (Mountain War Time),
Trinity Site Zero, Alamogordo Test Range,
Jornada del Muerto desert, New Mexico. Image
source: Nuclearweaponarchive.org.

Robert Oppenheimer, Ph.D., in light colored hat with foot on White Sands Proving Ground
Trinity Site tower rubble in mid-August 1945, after the atomic bombs were dropped
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. General Leslie Groves is large man in uniform next to
Oppenheimer. Public domain government photograph.

Robert Julius Oppenheimer is best known for his role as scientific director of the Manhattan Project,
America's TOP SECRET government project to develop the first nuclear weapons in the early 1940s in Los
Alamos, New Mexico, a facility that came to be known as Los Alamos National Laboratory.
In reference to the Trinity test in New Mexico, where his Los Alamos team first tested the atomic bomb,
Oppenheimer famously recalled the Bhagavad Gita: “If the radiance of a thousand suns were to burst at
once into the sky, that would be like the splendor of the mighty one. ... Now I am become Death, the
destroyer of worlds.”
After WWII, Oppenheimer was a chief advisor to the newly created United States Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) and used that position to lobby for international control of atomic energy and to avert
the nuclear arms race with the Soviet Union. As a physicist, Oppenheimer is remembered most for being the
chief founder of the American School of Theoretical Physics at the University of California - Berkeley.
Later, at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, he would hold Einstein's old position of
Senior Professor of Theoretical Physics. Oppenheimer's notable achievements in physics include the BornOppenheimer approximation, work on electron-positron theory, the Oppenheimer-Phillips process, quantum
tunneling, relativistic quantum mechanics, quantum field theory, black holes, and cosmic rays.

Albert Einstein, Ph.D. (March 14, 1879 – April 18, 1955),
German-born theoretical physicist best knwon for his theory of relativity
and the formula, E = mc2. Einstein received the 1921 Nobel Prize in Physics
for the discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect.

Albert Einstein was one of the many concerned scientists during WWII who recognized the danger of
German scientists developing an atomic bomb based on the newly-discovered phenomena of nuclear fission.
In 1939, the Hungarian émigré Leó Szilárd, having failed to arouse U.S. government interest on his own,
worked with Einstein to write a letter to U.S. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, which Einstein signed,
urging U.S. development of such a weapon. In August 1939, Roosevelt received the Einstein-Szilárd letter
and authorized secret research into the harnessing of nuclear fission for military purposes.
By 1942, this effort had become the Manhattan Project directed by Robert Oppenheimer. Einstein himself
did not play a role in the development of the atomic bomb, other than signing the 1939 letter to FDR.
According to Linus Pauling, Einstein later expressed regret about his letter to Roosevelt. In 1947, Einstein
wrote an article for The Atlantic Monthly arguing that the United States should not try to pursue an atomic
monopoly, but instead should equip the United Nations with nuclear weapons for the sole purpose of
maintaining deterrence.

Vannevar Bush at work in the Office for Emergency Management
(WWII OEM Defense) for President Harry S. Truman administration.
Photograph taken between 1940 - 1944.

[ Editor's Note: Vannevar Bush, Ph.D., MIT and Harvard University electrical engineering degrees. He was
involved with submarine detection research for the U. S. Navy early in his career. In 1930, Bush and his
group at MIT had developed the first machine to solve differential equations. By WWII and thrugh the
1940s, Vannevar Bush was a scientific adviser to President Harry S. Truman, was Chairman of the National
Defense Resources Commission (NDRC) and had the MJ-2 position in the Majestic-12 Special Studies
Group appointed by President Truman. Vannevar Bush died on June 28, 1974.]

Relationships with Inhabitants
of Celestrial (sic) Bodies
June 1947 Draft by Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer and Prof. Albert Einstein

MajesticDocuments.Com Comments
On June 1947 Oppenheimer-Einstein Draft

June 5, 1996, note written by Salina to Timothy Cooper: “At my father's request (‘Cantwell’),
I'm sending these private papers. Like my father, I worked in the Intelligence Community.
I'm a retired CIA employee with thirty years in CI (counter-intelligence) under Jim Angleton.
There are clues to be found in these documents. I can say no more. Good luck. Salina.”

MajesticDocuments.com reports that the source of this Oppenheimer-Einstein draft document is Salina, June
1996. Salina is thought to be the daughter of CIA counter-intelligence operative under James Jesus Angleton
dubbed “Cantwell,” who has leaked many documents to Timothy Cooper, including the burned memo. See
Earthfiles Parts 1-4.
MajesticDocuments.com: “This is probably a copy of a carbon copy of a draft prepared by a secretary
from dictation, and the secretary did not know how to spell this word. Generally, forensic examiners find
that errors present in documents tend to indicate authenticity instead of lack of authenticity. Fakers usually
try to make sure they're perfect. This is a six-page document, single-spaced, pica type. It has an elite type
note with initials of Vannevar Bush at the end. This is the first document to use the phrase, ‘Extraterrestrial
Biological Entities, or EBEs.’

“This Oppenheimer-Einstein Draft says the presence of unidentified spacecraft is accepted as de facto by the
military, and the date is June 1947 - before the alleged crashs of discs or wedge-shaped aerial vehicles in
New Mexico. It deals with the subjects that you'd expect competent scientists to deal with; i.e., where do the
non-humans come from, what does the law say about it, what should we do, and why are they here? Those
are the subjects of this June 1947 six-page document.
“On the first page of the six-page document, note the TOP SECRET classification. As you can see, there are
not many extra marks on the document. The last page shows no signatures, but it does show Vannevar
Bush's initials after the note that essentially says, ‘I don't think that we should let Einstein talk to the
President,’ and MJ-9 Gordon Gray agrees.
“While the language usage does not reflect the refined writing of Oppenheimer, it is easy to imagine that
Einstein, dictating with an accent, might have produced these words. The principal factors favoring
authenticity of the Oppenheiimer-Einstein Draft are:
- Literary analysis compares favorably with other Albert Einstein pieces during 1940s such as the use of
Latin, German and Jewish words.
- Period manual typewriter.
- Authentic Vannevar Bush handwritten initials ‘VB’ on last page.
- Einstein officially retired from the Institute of Advanced Studies in 1945, but continued to live and work in
Princeton, New Jersey, when the draft was written in 1947.
“Further, the document suggests that in the event that EBEs desire to settle here on Earth, there will be
‘profound change in traditional concepts’ of law and the possible need for a new ‘Law Among Planetary
Peoples.’ There are also propositions concerning the necessary creation of a ‘Cosmic International law’ that
would protect the rights of all celestial states to lay claim on otherwise unclaimed solar territories. Finally,
the document addresses the presence of celestial astroplanes in our atmosphere as possibly a result of Earth
military experiments with nuclear fission and fusion warfare devices. Oppenheimer and Einstein encourage
consideration of our potential Earth future situation and safety due to our present and past actions in space.
How can we avoid a perilous fate?”

